
Polishing is very important part of jewelry making.
Achieving a great finish can elevate the finishing of jewelry with right polishing process. In this
newsletter, I would like to introduce about Polishing process with right Abrasives, Buff & Points.

Most important part of polishing is to prepare surface well.
Taking extra time can help you save valuable time at the polishing stage.

Filing
Files are used to shape and finish your pieces, removing excess metal and solder to tidy up your
design. Large scratches should be removed with a file, and porosities (small holes made during
casting) should be filled.
Sanding
The next stage for ensuring your jewelry is to ensure you don't forget to sand your piece. The 
secret to a really high shine is all in the pre-polish. The more time and effort you put into this stage 
the better the results will be.



In this first stage of polishing, professionals use a rough abrasive to smooth away any scratches in
the metal. This type of buffing smooths by cutting away the excess metal.
It will remove small scratches left after sanding and smooth’s the surfaces.
However it will not produce a bright polish.

In this stage, intermediate compounds continue to cut and smooth the metal material.
This type of polishing produces more shine than the first.

This step is to get a smooth, bright, high luster final finish. There are many different polishing and
buffing compounds. Some people separate them into additional categories with 3 or 4 different
levels of polishing and buffing.

The first thing that comes to mind in the polishing process may be "be careful not to burn yourself.
It is also important to polish the product at the right angle so that it does not get blown away.
Needless to say, it is important to keep in mind basic safety work such as not getting your hair
caught in the buffing motor and wear safe glasses.
Also, if the surface does not shine well, go back to the previous step. Remaining small scratches
will not be cleaned up at the final buffing process.

It is human nature to think that the next process will cover up previous polishing process, but
"laziness" is the enemy of polishing.
If you are sincere in your approach to the technique, the precious metal will surely shine. This may
be one of the good points of "polishing.

It is very difficult to choose best one because the compounds are used for different reasons by 
different people depending on the buffing and polishing you are doing. Please try various types of 
polishing compound and find best polishing compound for you.



Basically, the same particles of abrasives are used for both Midori & Blue. Therefore, the
performance of polishing will be almost same. The differences are the color and the
oil used. These bring different taste of finishing, surface. It's difficult to say the taste though, some
prefer to Midori with shinny high luster and others prefer to Blue with blueish high luster.
We recommend the Midori for the new user as universal high luster polishing compound.

Please use them with the soft buff. Our polishing compounds contains much less oil than other
brands. So, DO NOT put your buffing with too much compound. Just small amount of compounds
on buff works fine to get a better result. Very dry compound brings high shine luster and best finish
with clean surface.



High-quality Japanese buff made of high-end materials.
There are two types depending on the polishing process.

The more rows of stitching, the stiffer the buff will be.
Stitched Buff is typically for use with a cutting compound at the rough polish stage.

It has 1 row or no stitching near the center.
Unstitched Buff is often used for medium or final polishing and give a smooth 
polishing surface.



High-quality Japanese buff made of high-end materials.
Designed for polishing small and difficult to reach areas.

Easy & Convenient
Mini buff can be polished by attaching it to a mandrel or handpiece such as a 
grinder, which is easy and convenient and can be done without a large buffing 
motor.

Let me give you some examples,
For silver
Medium finish with pink or green → Final finish with blue or chamois
For gold and platinum
Up to medium finish with pink or green → final finish with blue or calico

The process required will vary depending on the level of finish. So, please try different methods
and find the best one for you! For reference, green and blue are the most popular in Japan.





https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o-gNazYRXEo&t=22s



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R020CLxC5d0

Points can be shaped like this to polish hard-to-reach or small areas.
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